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In the framework of Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model Higgs bosons produc-




If Higgs sector of the gauge theory contains additonal Higgs elds besides standard
doublet, after spontaneous symmetry violation more than one physical Higgs bosons arise.
In particular, in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model(MSSM)(see [1], [2] and
references therein) the Higgs sector contains two doublets of Higgs bosons with opposite
hypercharge (Y= 1) and after spontaneous symmetry violation the following physical





If the mass of the H-boson is less than mt − mb, it may be produced in t-quarks
decays [3]- [5]:
t! H+b (1)
However, if mt −mb < mH this decay is kinematically forbidden.
That is why it is necessary to study new mechanisms for the production of heavy (i.e.
with masses mt −mb < mH) charged Higgs bosons.




gq! H0i q (4)
which proceed via squark/gluino loop (Fig.1) .
It must be noted that besides the squark/gluino loop contribution there is also the
tree contribution [6]. It is of interest to compare both contributions.The cross section
of the tree contribution to the subprocess (2) is of order O(s
m2q
m2W
tan2 ), whereas the
loop contribution is of order O(3s sin
2 2).Besides the tree contribution is supressed by
the smallness of the heavy quarks (s,c,b,...) inside protons.Thus we expect that the loop
contribution will dominate over the tree at not very large tan . It must be noted that
besides the squark/gluino loop contribution there are also contributions from squarks
1
and t-quarks loops in the process (4).The heavy quark and squark contribution in the
process (4) and the process :
gg ! H0i g (5)
has been considered in [7]- [14].
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~u(1− x) + ty(1− x− y) + i; (20)
a2 = (m
2
H − t)y + ux; (21)
b2 = b1; (22)
a3 = (m
2









~ux+ ux(1− x− y) + i: (24)
In our calculations we use m~u = m ~d approximation because in MSSM for left scalar




= (1− sin2 W )m
2
Z cos 2: (25)
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The processes of the neutral Higgs bosons production via gluino/squark loop may be
obtained from formulas (7)-(21), taking into account (6), by the following replacements:
mW sin(2)! mZ((T3i − ei sin(W ))
2) ~qiL ~qiL + ei sin(W ))
2) ~qiR ~qiR cos( + ) (26)
mW sin(2)! mZ((T3i − ei sin(W ))
2) ~qiL ~qiL + ei sin(W ))
2) ~qiR ~qiR sin(+ ) (27)
for H01;2 -bosons respectively.In the case of the charged Higgs bosons production only
left scalar quarks in loop contribute to the processes (2),(3).It must be noted also that
in case of the neutral scalar Higgs bosons production in the subprocess (4) the total
amplitude is the sum of both pure both left and right scalar quarks loop contributions,
the puret-quark loop contribution and the gluino/squark loop contribution.The tree and
loop contribution do not interfere with each other.
It must be noted also ,in case of the neutral Higgs bosons production the total ampli-
tude is the sume of the gluino/squark amplitude and pure t-quark and squark amplitude.












2 + j F3 j
2) + u2(j F2 j
2 + j F4 j
2)) (28)
Here we use the following notations: s = (k1 + k)
2, t = (k1− k2)2, u = (k1− k3)2, mH
is the mass of H+ or H0i -bosons,










dx2(x1x2s0)(u(x1)g(x2) + u(x2)g(x1)) (29)
with replacements
u(x)! d(x); u(x) + d(x) (30)
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for H− and H0i Higgs bosons respectively. For structure functions we use parametriza-
tions of ref. [15].
The numerical result will be presented in the nearest future. The work in this direction
is in progress.
The authors express their sincere gratitude to H.Hakopian for helpful discussions.
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Figure 1: Diagrams corresponding to the processes (2)-(4).
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